
eNICQ 5 Technical FAQ 

 

Classification 

Q:  What is the purpose of the eNICQ 5 application? 

A:  The eNICQ 5 application is a Windows-based application provided by Vermont Oxford Network 

(“VON”) to its members to support the collection and submission of  VON data items.  The eNICQ 5 

client is based on the .NET framework, which communicates with a SQL Server database. The software 

performs extensive error checks on user-entered data, providing immediate feedback to the user. On-

screen data definitions make it easy to verify an item’s definition. 

 

Q:  What are eNICQ 5’s hardware and software requirements? 

A:  Please see up-to-date system requirements posted here. 

 

Q:  Is there a SAS70 form or security white paper that can be supplied to our facility if needed? 

A:  Yes.  Please see the eNICQ 5 System Administrator’s Guide for security details. 

 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 store, maintain, or process any Protected Health Information? 

A:  Yes.  The eNICQ 5 application stores the following types of Protected Health Information: 

 Patient’s First and Last Name 

 Mother’s First and Last Name 

 Medical Record Number 

 Dates of key events in care history including: 

o Date of Birth 

o Date of Admission 

o Date of Initial Disposition (discharge, transfer or death) 

o Date of Final Disposition (disposition after re-admission) 

  

https://enicq.vtoxford.org/enicq5/eNICQ5SysReq.aspx
https://enicq.vtoxford.org/enicq5/documents/eNICQ5SystemAdministratorsGuide.pdf


Q:  Will you share this Protected Health Information with a third party for any reason? 

A: Confidential patient data items are stored in your local eNICQ 5 database. Patient identifiers are 

protected health information as specified in the US Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 

of 1996 (HIPAA) and the regulations implementing HIPAA. eNICQ 5 has been designed to ensure that 

patient identifiers cannot be sent to Vermont Oxford Network ("VON") unless the submitting member 

has the appropriate agreement(s) in place with VON. Hospitals in the US must implement measures to 

protect protected health information from unauthorized access, as specified in the HIPAA Privacy and 

Security regulations. Users of eNICQ software should be sure to comply with local hospital policies and 

good information security practices to protect data in the eNICQ database. Hospitals outside of the US 

should work with their legal and information security departments to determine the appropriate 

safeguards required in their jurisdiction(s). 

Datasets that do not identify individual patients or individual hospitals may be shared with investigators 

in support of research.  Any shared data is de-identified.  Guidelines that govern research access to the 

data in the VON databases are available at  

https://public.vtoxford.org//wp-content/uploads/2014/03/datause_policy.pdf  

 

Q:  Will Protected Health Information be located at a site owned or leased by you? 

A:  No.   The Protected Health Information will be located in a database hosted at the Vermont Oxford 

Network member’s site.  Protected Health Information is regulated by your legal agreement with the 

Vermont Oxford Network.  Please click here for a summary of the Vermont Oxford Network’s handling 

of Protected Health Information. 

 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 store, maintain, or process an individual’s first name or first initial and last name in 

combination with any of the following data elements? 

o Social Security number 

o Driver’s license or State identification number issued in lieu of a d driver’s license 

o Financial account number, credit or debit card number in combination with any required 

security code, aces code or password that would permit access to an individual’s 

financial account 

A:  No.  eNICQ 5 collects patient first and last name, but does not collect Social Security numbers, 

driver’s license or state ID numbers, or financial account information. 

 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 transmit, export, or print Protected Health Information? 

https://public.vtoxford.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/datause_policy.pdf


A:  Data transmitted to the Vermont Oxford Network is stripped of all Protected Health Information.  

Protected Health Information is regulated by your legal agreement with the Vermont Oxford Network.  

Please click here for a summary of the Vermont Oxford Network’s handling of Protected Health 

Information.  It is possible to export data, including Protected Health Information, to a CSV or XML file 

using an Administrative level account.  It is possible to print the contents of data entry forms, including 

Protected Health Information, with any level account. 

 

Q:  Are there any third-party products included with eNICQ 5 

A:  Yes, SQL Server Express is included in the software for those facilities that do not have a SQL server in 

their data center.  

 

Q:  Is eNICQ 5 regulated by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)? 

A:  No.  

 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 utilize any component that will require installation at our facility? 

A:  Yes, the eNICQ 5 client and associated database will require installation at your facility.  

 

Q:  Does the Vermont Oxford Network obtain ownership of any the facility-provided data? 

A:  Yes.  Data submitted to the Vermont Oxford Network via the eNICQ 5 application becomes the 

property of the Vermont Oxford Network according to the terms of the Vermont Oxford Network 

Membership Agreement.  Patient data that is hosted at your site in the eNICQ 5 database is the property 

of your organization. 

 

Q:  Are any of the functions of eNICQ 5 outsourced to a third party? 

A:  No.  

 

Provision of Hardware 

Q:  Will the Vermont Oxford Network provide or maintain any servers, racks, client machines or other 

hardware or physical devices for use with the eNICQ 5 application? 



A:  No.  The Vermont Oxford Network does not provide any hardware for use with the eNICQ 5 

application.  Provision and maintenance of all hardware is entirely the responsibility of your 

organization. 

 

Network Environment 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 include hardware or software that will be installed on-site and need to communicate 

with other devices on the network or the Internet? 

A:  eNICQ 5 is intended to be used while connected to the Internet.  The software may be used for 

offline data entry, but requires Internet connectivity with the Vermont Oxford Network for data 

submission.  Network connectivity requirements depend on how eNICQ 5 is installed.  If you install the 

client and database on a single machine, eNICQ 5 will not need to communicate with other devices on 

your network.  However, if you install the client on a workstation and the database on another machine 

(on a database server, for example), then there will need to be communications between the two 

machines over your network.      

 

LAN Compatibility 

Q:  Are all communications via TCP/IP over Ethernet? 

A:  Yes, all communications with VON over Ethernet utilize the TCP/IP communications protocol.  

 

Q:  Will eNICQ 5 properly auto-negotiate the speed and duplexing of the Ethernet connection to Cisco 

switches? 

A:  Yes 

 

Q:  If the speed and duplexing of the Ethernet connection must be hard-coded, will eNICQ 5 support 100 

Mbps full duplex? 

A:  Yes 

 

Q:  Does the eNICQ 5 require Ethernet connectivity? 

A:  No 

 



Q:  Can the eNICQ 5 obtain its IP address and configuration via DHCP? 

A:  Yes 

 

Q:  Can the eNICQ 5 use the host’s DNS to obtain the IP address of any other devices, making it 

unnecessary to hardcode any IP addresses in eNICQ 5? 

A:  Yes 

 

Q:  Is the eNICQ 5 compatible with a fully routed IP network?   

A:  Yes 

 

Q:  Does the eNICQ 5 depend on IP Multicast for any functionality? 

A:  No, multicast is not needed.   

 

WAN Compatibility 

Q:  Is the eNICQ 5 designed to be used in a WAN environment? 

A:  No 

 

Q:  Can Citrix be used to allow eNICQ 5 to be accessed from a WAN environment? 

A:  Yes 

 

Dialup Compatibility 

Q:  Will eNICQ 5 provide reasonable response time for one (1) user connected via a 28Kbps dialup 

connection with a ping time of less than 150mS? 

A:  No 

 

Citrix Integration 



Q:  Can Citrix be used to manage access to the application?? 

A:  Yes.  Citrix can be used but we have not tested the application to work over a WAN between the 

client and database. 

Comments:  The eNICQ 5 application will communicate with the Vermont Oxford Network and will need 

to communicate with an instance of SQL server or SQL Server Express.  We rely on your workstations for 

communications.   

 

Serial Communications 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 include hardware or software that will be installed on-site and use asynchronous (e.g., 

RS-1232C) connectivity for anything other than the connection of console terminals or modems to a 

host/server in situations where the terminals and/or modems are physically adjacent to the host/server? 

A:  No 

 

Radio Transmissions 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 include or require devices that use radio transmissions on-site? 

A:  No 

 

Remote Access Requirements 

Q:  Will support via remote access be provided for eNICQ 5?  For example, will Vermont Oxford Network 

personnel require connectivity to devices on-site to provide end-user or system support? 

A:  No.  Technical support is provided by Vermont Oxford Network staff by phone and email.  Remote 

access is not an option. 

 

Q:  Can the application be supported by remote access by our organization’s staff? 

A:  Yes, your organization is free to use remote access for deployment, updates and maintenance of the 

eNICQ 5 application in accordance with your hospital’s policies. 

 

Production Connectivity Requirements 

  



Q:  Does eNICQ 5 require VPN connectivity compliant with NIST Special Publication 800-77? 

A:  No 

 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 require browser based access and file transfers compliant with NIST Special Publication 

800-52? 

A:  Yes 

 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 require file transfers using SFTP in a FIPS 140-2 compliant manner? 

A:  No 

 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 require any other mutually-agreed FIPS 140-2 validated mechanism? 

A:  No 

Comments:  The Vermont Oxford Network (VON) uses SSL/TLS 3.1 with specific ciphers enabled.  VON 

undergoes annual external security audits to validate this.  VON has not undergone certification of this 

particular NIST standard, but passed our security vendor’s assessments 

 

Telecommunications Requirements 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 include hardware or software that will be installed on-site that requires connection of a 

telephone line either directly or via an external modem? 

A:  No 

 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 require a connection or interface to the PBX, key system or public carrier? 

A:  No 

 

Internet Browser Compatibility 

Q:  Is an Internet browser used to access any portion of eNICQ 5? 



A:  Yes, indirectly.  The application provides links to a number of locations on the Vermont Oxford 

Network’s website which will open a web browser.  The application itself is not browser-based, and it 

can operate without a browser with the exception of these links.  Inability to access these links will not 

prevent a user from completing data collection. 

 

Q:  Is all browser-based functionality available using Microsoft Internet Explorer version 6.0 SP1, 7.x, 8.x? 

A:  Yes 

 

Q:  Are there any configuration changes that have to be made to the default browser settings to allow 

the application to function according to the Vermont Oxford Network’s specifications? 

A:  No 

 

Q:  Is Java support needed for the proper functioning of eNICQ 5?  

A:  No 

 

Q:  Are Vermont Oxford Network-supplied plug-ins needed for the proper functioning of eNICQ 5? 

A:  No 

 

Internet  Environment 

Q:  To install and operate eNICQ 5, will it be necessary for devices at the hospital or facility to connect to 

the Vermont Oxford Network via the Internet? 

A:  Yes.  Both the eNICQ 5 installer and the eNICQ 5 client application require connection to the Vermont 

Oxford Network web site www.vtoxford.org.  This connectivity will be over ports 80 and 443 and the 

connection will support interaction with a WCF web service (with a .svc extension). 

 

Q:  Is the IP address of the Vermont Oxford Network (VON) website registered to VON? 

A:  Yes 

 

http://www.vtoxford.org/


Q:  Are the Internet connectivity requirements for accessing VON similar to those for accessing a typical 

website such as google.com? 

A:  Yes, with the additional need for interaction with WCF web services. 

 

Testing, Disaster Recovery & Redundancy 

Q:  Will VON grant the facility the right, at no additional cost, to install and run a copy of eNICQ 5 on 

alternate hardware, for non-production use such as testing eNICQ 5 and all updates thereto? 

A:  Yes.  A single set of production credentials are provided to create a live eNICQ 5 database.  If your 

organization would like a set of test credentials to create a separate instance, please request this 

directly.  Instructions for installation in test mode are available here.  It is generally not advisable to mix 

data between test and live environments.  Your test environment can be updated from your live 

environment to keep it current but we do not recommend converting your test environment to live. 

 

Q:  Will Vermont Oxford Network assist in disaster recovery in the event of loss of data or the client 

application? 

A:  The Vermont Oxford Network (VON) will provide standard installation and setup support in the event 

of loss.  Backup and recovery of data is your organization’s responsibility, although VON can provide 

advice. 

 

Q:  Can data submitted from eNICQ 5 to the Vermont Oxford Network be provided to aid recovery in the 

event of data loss? 

A:  Typically, the data submitted to the Vermont Oxford Network (VON) has been stripped of key 

identifiers including dates used in the calculation of critical length of stay and day of life data items.  It 

cannot be relied upon to perform a recovery.  VON suggests that your organization establishes 

appropriate data backup routines.  Part One of the Vermont Oxford Network Manual of Operations 

provides guidance on maintaining patient records http://www.vtoxford.org/downloads.   

Protected Health Information is regulated by your legal agreement with the Vermont Oxford Network.  

Please click here for a summary of the Vermont Oxford Network’s handling of Protected Health 

Information. 

 

Q:  Can eNICQ 5 be implemented as a redundant system split between two buildings?  

A:  Yes. 

https://enicq.vtoxford.org/enicq5/documents/eNICQ5TestModeGuide.pdf


Comments:  Mirroring the SQL database backend and having multiple copies of the client software 

would result in redundancy in the manner explained above.  

 

Disaster Recovery/Back-Up 

Q:  Is there a disaster recovery plan established for eNICQ 5? 

A:  Backing up the eNICQ 5 database by your hospital will recover this application in the event of a 

disaster.  

 

Server Backup 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 require server installation at our facility? 

A:  No, eNICQ 5 and its back end database can both be installed on a single workstation.  The preferred 

installation method is to host the database on a server, but it is not required.  Databases hosted on a full 

instance of SQL Server should be backed up according to best practices for SQL Server database 

maintenance.  Daily backups are sufficient for the eNICQ 5 database. 

 

Equipment Rack 

Q:  Will VON be providing a rack for the servers? 

A:  No. 

 

Data Storage 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 use “peer-to-peer” techniques?  For example, is this an arrangement where data is 

stored on and shared among PCs? 

A:  It depends on how eNICQ 5 is installed. In a system where the eNICQ 5 database is on a dedicated 

server, no data is stored on the client workstation, but in a system where SQL Server Express is installed 

on a client workstation, data will be stored on the PC’s hard drive.  The Vermont Oxford Network 

recommends hosting the eNICQ 5 database on a full SQL Server if possible.   

 

Q:  What client/server database does eNICQ 5 use?  

A:  eNICQ 5 uses Microsoft SQL Server to store its database. 



 

Systems Based on Intel/AMD x86 Server Hardware 

Q:  Is eNICQ 5 based on Intel or AMD x86 hardware? 

A:  Yes. 

 

Q:  With which server operating systems is eNICQ 5 fully compatible? 

A:   

 Microsoft Windows 2008 Server x86 

 Microsoft Windows 2008R2 Server 

 Microsoft Windows 2008 Server x64 

 Microsoft Windows 2003 Server x64 w/SP2 

Note that in discussing server operating systems, the server is intended to be the location of the SQL 

Server database, not the client application.  The Vermont Oxford Network’s QA process does not involve 

testing the client on server operating systems. 

 

Q:  Windows 2008 Systems are configured with firewall, user account control and Internet Explorer 

enhanced enabled.  Is eNICQ 5 compatible with this?  

A:  Yes.  

 

Q:  Windows 2003 Systems are configured with Internet Explorer enhanced security enabled. Is eNICQ 5 

compatible with this? 

A:  Yes. 

 

Q:  Will eNICQ 5 function on a server configured as a standalone member server in a 2008 or 2003 active 

directory domain? 

A:  Yes. 

 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 require a hardware license key or hasp device? 



A:  No. 

 

Q:  Will eNICQ 5 require any extension of the active directory schema? 

A:  No, but it is possible to integrate with active directory by setting up specific groups.  Please see 

chapter 1 of the eNICQ 5 System Administrator’s Guide. 

 

Q:  Will eNICQ 5 function properly on a virtual server hosted by VMWare vSphere? 

A:  Yes.  Much of the Vermont Oxford Network’s development and QA is performed in such an 

environment. 

 

Q:  Can eNICQ 5 be managed through remote desktop (RDP) or Remote Assistance when completing 

remote administration both internally and externally to our facility? 

A:  Yes. 

 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 use server-side components? In other words, would it be necessary to be logged on to 

the server console for proper installation or operation of eNICQ 5?  

A:  No.  There are no server-side components other than the database (if you choose to host the 

database on a server). 

 

Q:  Will eNICQ 5 function with Symantec Endpoint Protection version 11 installed? 

A:  Yes.  

  

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 require a web server? 

A:  No.  

 

PC/Client Device Environment 

Q:  Will eNICQ 5 be run on or accessed from a PC? 



A:  Yes. 

Q:  Will eNICQ 5 operate in a Citrix Metaframe Presentation Environment?  

A:  Yes. 

 

Q:  Can eNICQ 5 be operated with a user account that does not have administrative privileges on the PC? 

A:  Yes.  Installation (including upgrades) requires administrative rights.  Normal operation by the user 

does not. 

 

Q:  Are PCs required to have more than 1 GB of RAM? 

A:  No. 

Q:  Can eNICQ 5 be installed on a PC utilizing unattended deployment methods (i.e., .msi and/or Active 

Directory GPO?) 

A:  Yes.  Please see chapter 5 of the System Administrator’s Guide for information on group policy 

deployment. 

 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 include software to be run on a handheld device (PDA)? 

A:  No.  

 

Interface Compatibility 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 support an HL7 or equivalent interface? 

A:  No.  The eNICQ 5 database includes an interface but it is not HL7 or similar format.  It is specific to 

the Vermont Oxford Network’s business process.  For more information, please see the current year’s 

eNICQ 5 External Data Interface Guide at https://enicq.vtoxford.org/.  

 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 acquire, generate, or process images in DICOM format? 

A:  No.  

 

https://enicq.vtoxford.org/enicq5/documents/eNICQ5SystemAdministratorsGuide.pdf
https://enicq.vtoxford.org/


Q:  Is eNICQ 5 able to import/export the images in DICOM format from/to our facility’s Philips/Stentor 

PACS System? 

A:  No.  

 

Virus Protection Software Specific to Desktop/Client Workstations (not servers) 

Q:  Is the desktop/client workstation maintained exclusively by VON? 

A:  No.  The Vermont Oxford Network is not responsible for maintaining workstations. 

 

Q:  Are there any circumstances when patches or updates shouldn’t be applied to the antivirus software? 

A:  No.  

 

Operating System Patches Specific to Desktop/Client Workstations (not servers) 

Q:  Is the desktop/client workstation maintained by the Vermont Oxford Network? 

A:  No.  The Vermont Oxford Network does not maintain client machines for your organization. 

 

Q:  If the hardware portion of eNICQ 5 is maintained by our facility will the Vermont Oxford Network 

install, test, and verify patch compatibility with eNICQ 5 in a non-production environment within 30 days 

of release? 

A:  No.   Your organization is responsible for any pre-deployment testing at your facility.  The Vermont 

Oxford Network can provide credentials for setting up a test version or eNICQ 5 at your site. 

 

Q:  Will the Vermont Oxford Network allow our facility’s support staff to install patches on each 

desktop/client workstation on which eNICQ 5 runs in order to comply with our policies?  

A:  Yes.  

 

Authentication Methodology 

Q:  What is the authentication model for eNICQ 5? 



A:  The eNICQ 5 application allows configuration of three levels of authentication: 

 Authentication to the application at user sign-on. 

 Authentication between the application and the SQL Server database. 

 Authentication between the application/installer and Vermont Oxford Network web services. 

 

Q:  Is eNICQ 5 single sign-on compatible? 

A:  Yes.  Active Directory groups can be used to manage both application sign on as well as 

authentication to the SQL Server database. 

 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 support unique user IDs? 

A:  Yes.  Logins created for application sign on must have unique names. 

 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 have the ability to deactivate rather than delete a user identifier so that it may not be 

reused? 

A:  Yes.  The Delete User command available through the user accounts management area will set a user 

account into a deactivated state rather than removing it from the database table.  This allows audit 

history to be preserved even for deactivated accounts.  A user identifier cannot be duplicated or re-

used, but a deactivated user account can be reactivated. 

 

Q:  Are user identifiers required to be at least 3 characters in length? 

A:  No.  User login for application sign on can be any length of characters, provided it is unique. 

 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 require a combination of a password and user identifier for authentication? 

A:  Yes.  Application sign on requires either a login and password combination to be entered by the user, 

or can be authenticated if the user is identified as a member of an Active Directory group that has been 

granted sign in rights. 

 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 require user-chosen passwords for authentication? 



A:  Yes.  If not using Active Directory, application sign on uses accounts for which users can set their own 

passwords. 

 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 require user-chosen passwords to be at least six (6) characters in length? 

A:  Yes.  eNICQ 5 application passwords must be a minimum of 8 characters in length. 

 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 enforce user-chosen passwords to be a mix of alpha and numeric characters?  

A:  Yes.  eNICQ 5 application passwords must include at least two alphabetic characters and at least one 

number or special character. 

 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 enforce suspension of the user account after a maximum of three (3) failed login 

attempts? 

A:  No.  There is no trapping or logging of failed login attempts. 

 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 allow for concurrent logins? 

A:  Yes.  It is possible for a user to login with the same credentials on more than one session 

concurrently.  The reason this is enabled is that the application may still have a user account in a signed 

on state following a fatal exception and program crash.  The user is warned that their account is already 

in a signed on state but is allowed to proceed. 

 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 encrypt or hash passwords? 

A:  A hash of the password for login to the application is saved to the SQL Server database.  

 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 allow administrators to see end-user passwords in clear text? 

A:  No. 

 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 enforce the user-chosen password to be different from the user identifier? 

A:  No. 



 

Q:  Can factory-set default passwords be changed? 

A:  Yes, and the Vermont Oxford Network recommends that you do so as part of set up. 

 

Q:  Can eNICQ 5 enforce password change during a user’s initial login attempt? 

A:  No.  

 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 enforce password expiration after a set period of time? 

A:  Yes.  Passwords will expire after 90 days.  When changing an expired password, the new password 

must be a different value than the old password. 

 

Q:  Can our organization set the period of time for password expiration? 

A:  No.  The password expiration interval is hard-coded into the application. 

 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 use hard-coded passwords? 

A:  No.  On installation, default accounts with default passwords are created but these passwords can be 

changed or the accounts disabled during application setup.  

 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 require a new password to be different than the current password? 

A:  It depends.  An expired password must be replaced with a different password.  When editing a non-

expired password, however, this requirement is not applied. 

 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 support lightweight directory access protocols (LDAP) for its front end user 

authentication? 

A:  No.  eNICQ 5 relies on two types of authentication. One is integrated Windows authentication/SQL 

(depending on your installation method) and the other is a user-based authentication mechanism. The 

user-based authentication is dependent upon your SQL/Windows Authentication, so your corporate 

policies are maintained.  



 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 use multiple security levels of accounts?  If so, what rights do the different levels have? 

A:  Yes, eNICQ 5 has three different security levels. 

 Read Only – Allows read-only access to patient records.  Access to utilities (import, export) is 

limited, with the exception of changing the user’s own password. 

 User – Allows read-write access to patient records.  Access to most utilities (import, export) is 

allowed.  Cannot create or manage user accounts. 

 Admin – Full access to all areas of the program including patient records and utilities.  Able to 

create, edit and deactivate all user accounts. 

 

Q:  Are authentication standards the same for administrators as they are for users? 

A:  Yes.  

 

Audit Trail 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 maintain an audit trail that provides documentary evidence of user transactions?  

A:  Yes.  

 

Q:  What do the audit trails record for login activity? 

A: 

Login Events Yes No 

Unsuccessful login attempts  X 

Successful login attempts X  

Username/ID associated with the login X  

Timestamp of the above items X  

 

Q:  Once successfully logged in, what user events are recorded? 

A: 

User Events Yes No 

Addition of data/records/user accounts X  

Deletion of data/records/user accounts X  

Modification of data/records/user accounts X  



Viewing of data/records X  

Do these items contain a timestamp? X  

Is the username associated with the event logged? X  

 

Q:  What unauthorized access attempts for valid users does eNICQ 5 record? 

A: 

Record Unauthorized Access Attempts Yes No 

Attempted addition of data/records  X 

Attempted deletion of data/records  X 

Attempted modification of data/records  X 

Attempted viewing of data/records  X 

Do these items contain a timestamp?  X 

Is the username associated with the event logged?   X 

 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 record log out events? 

A:  No.  

Comments:  Audit logs are maintained inside the eNICQ 5 database.  There is a created view to see the 

logs. Please see the System Administrator’s guide located at 

https://enicq.vtoxford.org/enicq5/documents/eNICQ5SystemAdministratorsGuide.pdf 

 

Storage Encryption 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 store data? 

A:  Yes.  

 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 encrypt data while stored?  

A:  In general, no.   The only exception to this is the user login password, which is encrypted.  No other 

data is encrypted by eNICQ 5. 

 

Q:  Are there any limitations to what encryption algorithms our facility can use? 

A:  Other publicly-vetted industry-standard algorithms may be used, provided they meet the approval of 

your facility’s Information Security Office and the use of those algorithms is properly documented.  The 

use of algorithms is not permitted for any purpose unless proof can be shown that said algorithms have 

https://enicq.vtoxford.org/enicq5/documents/eNICQ5SystemAdministratorsGuide.pdf


been successfully tested by a qualified independent third party, i.e. NIST under FIPS 140-2, and is not 

subject to any known security degrading vulnerabilities.  

If encryption is needed, the Transparent Data Encryption Option of Microsoft SQL Server is required. 

Please see the System Administrator’s Guide for more information on this: 

https://enicq.vtoxford.org/enicq5/documents/eNICQ5SystemAdministratorsGuide.pdf 

 

Transport Encryption 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 transmit data? 

A:  Yes.  

 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 encrypt data while being transmitted?  

A:  Yes. 

 

Q:  Does eNICQ 5 enforce, at minimum, key sizes of 128 bits for symmetric keys and 1024 bits for 

asymmetric keys? 

A:  Yes.  If internal client encryption is needed, Vermont Oxford Network recommends that you enable 

SSL encryption of Microsoft SQL Server or an IPSEC connection between the workstation and database 

server.  Please see the System Administrator’s Guide for more information on this. eNICQ 5 uses 

communication encryption employing SSL 3.0+ 2048 bit and higher. The Vermont Oxford Network does 

not give out information with regards to which cipher is used. 

Protected Health Information is regulated by your legal agreement with the Vermont Oxford Network.  

Please click here for a summary of the Vermont Oxford Network’s handling of Protected Health 

Information. 

https://enicq.vtoxford.org/enicq5/documents/eNICQ5SystemAdministratorsGuide.pdf
https://enicq.vtoxford.org/enicq5/documents/eNICQ5SystemAdministratorsGuide.pdf

